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The war against Voldemort is not going well; even the Muggles have been affected. Dumbledore is

absent from Hogwarts for long stretches of time, and the Order of the Phoenix has already suffered

losses. And yet . . . as with all wars, life goes on. Sixth-year students learn to Apparate. Teenagers

flirt and fight and fall in love. Harry receives some extraordinary help in Potions from the mysterious

Half-Blood Prince. And with Dumbledore's guidance, he seeks out the full, complex story of the boy

who became Lord Voldemort -- and thus finds what may be his only vulnerability.
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Half-Blood Prince is easily one of the better books in the Harry Potter series, though each is a

masterpiece. But the 6th installment of a 7-part series is bound to be full of great moments in the

story. There remains a great deal unanswered in this book, however, and the 7th will surely need to

be no smaller than an average encyclopedia. Somehow as I was reading this book, I felt that I was

learning more and at a quicker rate than in Order of the Phoenix, but so many of Harry's problems

and questions took so long to reach any sort of answer or resolution that I still ended up not knowing

many of the secrets I expected to be revealed in this book. It must be that Rowling, in her grand

scheme, is saving much for the last book. One thing seems to be for certain, though, and that is that



Rowling will never lose that special touch, that supreme and genuine interest in the story and its

characters that makes the writing so engrossing. After completing this book, I was in a state of total

shock and to this moment I wish only to read the seventh book.Half-Blood Prince is dark; I mean far

darker than the last. This is the time I have always known was inevitable in the Harry Potter world,

at last we are seeing chaos and war and battles break out within the walls of Hogwarts itself.

Several of the chapters are particularly well-written, with great suspense and imagery; an example

would be the time Harry and Dumbledore spent in the cave. Relationships blossom in this book at

last, including Harry suddenly falling in `love' with Ginny Weasley, Ron dating Lavender Brown,

Pansy and Draco clearly going out, and some serious hinting at a possible romance between Ron

and Hermione when he gets rid of Lavender.

I've just finished reading the latest installment of the Harry Potter chronicles. My chest feels as

though my heart has been torn out from the book's tragic ending as I sit here typing, hopelessly

admiring the tactic Rowling used to achieve her greatest success to date in this much loved

children's book series.Children and adults who read this book alike will be left reeling in its

aftermath. As an adult I was first attracted to the Harry Potter series quite inadvertently. I had

adamantly refused to read any of the three Harry Potter books published at the time until I was

required to in college in my children's literature class. Almost instantly I was spellbound by

Rowling's nostalgic narrative. Children of course (and quite a few adults as well) delighted in the

fantasy and Harry's and friends' magical misadventures. However, I think much more alluring to

adults is how Rowling's writing somehow manages to transport us in time to a much simpler,

secure, and magical era in our own lives.But in her latest achievement Rowling departed from her

usual safe, magical, nostalgic atmosphere, instead embracing all too real themes prominent in the

world at large. The opening chapter in her book portrays the muggle world hopelessly searching for

answers to inexplicable acts of terrorism. In doing so, she has effectively raised the stakes in this

book. No longer is it just the wizarding community in danger, but ours as well. It seems the ever

present daily fear that magical characters live with is a very familiar echo of own terrorist fueled

anxiety in this perilous new world we live in.Gone is mystery obscuring Voldermort, who until this

book, moved quietly(with a few notable exceptions) in the shadows of uncertainty and doubt.

I'm one of those who couldn't wait until the morning to get hold of this book. I literally battled rain

and cold weather with my sister to get our copies at 12.15 am, July 16, in a local bookstore in

Argentina. According to my dad, I'm slightly nuts for doing that :)In my opinion, though, this book



was well-worth the extra effort. After picking it up, I returned to my house and started to read it. I just

finished it, and I can sincerely say that it is simply outstandingly good. Yes, the other books were

awesome too, specially the 4th and the 5th, but I think that Harry's world is becoming more defined

with each book, and that makes for a thoroughly engaging reading experience.What is new in this

book?. Well, after having to come to face with the fact that Lord Voldemort is alive, the wizard

community is in an uproar, and quite frightened. Cornelius Fudge has been sacked as Minister of

Magic, and an Auror has been named in that position. Harry, Ron and Hermione get their O.W.Ls

(Ordinary Wizardry Levels), and have to decide what courses to take for their N.E.W.Ts (Nastily

Exhausting Wizarding Tests), something that will define their future careers. Plots abound, and

danger is omnipresent throughout the book. There is a new teacher of Defense against the Dark

Arts, and also an eccentric new Potions' teacher. Of course, there is much more, including a death

that I bet will make you cry, and that hurts Harry enormously. I won't tell you who dies, only that the

event involves the Half-Blood Prince, and that I think it was a sacrifice rather than a murder.But

what's the point of telling you all this if you can read the book, and enjoy it as much as I did?. Suffice

it to say that this is a worthy addition to the Harry Potter series.
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